Legal Tech NY: Highlights and Postscripts
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Legal Tech NY is over, and for people like me, that’s tantamount to this being the day after Christmas. I
was not able to attend, but thanks to dedicated tweeters, interviewers and networkers, I was able to track
some of the event highlights. In addition, the broadcasting is not over, as bloggers continue to comment
on a variety of newly-released tech tools, thought-leadership sessions, and much more. Following is a
compilation of the information I have been able to aggregate through twitter and other networking sites.
A great way to find and collect more information as it is disseminated is to follow the hashtag #ltny on
twitter. Attendees continue to post new blog posts and recorded interviews to that stream as they are able
to develop them. And if you’re not on twitter but would like access to that information, well, maybe
now’s the time!
In the meantime, here’s what I’ve found:
There was the introduction of ”the big 3″ innovations: Apple’s iPad, Westlaw’s new venture called
WestlawNext, and, not to be outdone, Lexis/Nexis announcement of their collaboration and integration
with Mircrosoft Office.
Check out Jordan Furlong’s take on the iPad in his post at law21.com, the iFuture. It’s an in-depth look at
the product on its mobility, publishing and design capabilities. It also links to other relevant posts.
Here’s a review of both WestLawNext and LexisNexis at law.com, also with links to further information
and helpful screenshots.
Christy Burke as assembled many interviews on legalitprofessionals.com. These are one-on-one
interviews with some of the most significant professionals at the show. Legalitprofessionals.com is also
an awesome website for information on what’s happening in the legaltech world.
A review of the new Saas Practice Management Application unveiled by Aderant at
legalitprofessionals.com.
Great list of products displayed at the show by Sean Doherty at law.com
Read “Maximizing Your KM Investments at LegalTech NY” by Bob Saccone at HubbardOne.com
Reviews of the closing keynote speakers talk by Malcolm Gladwell, Lisa Sanders and David Craig on
“The New Convergence of Intelligence, Intuition and Information at legalcurrent.com and
adriandayton.com
Within these sources are innumerable links to other sources of information that should keep you
entertained for a few days or so. I know there’s lots more stuff out there. So please don’t be shy about
sharing any other posts/reviews/interviews/videos you come across in the comments. Enjoy!
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